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Solutions for 
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Understand Your Best Customers to Find New Revenue Opportunities
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Manufacturers have traditionally sold products through sales channels 
with a one-size-fits-all approach. However, as the marketplace becomes 
more competitive and customers have more options, manufacturers are 
turning to data-driven marketing solutions to better target end-users 
according to their individual needs and preferences. 

Just as importantly, manufacturers are using new ways to more fully integrate the sales 

channel to increase loyalty and ultimately, sell more products. Taking a cue from other retailers, 

manufacturers are focusing on the customer’s needs, and that means understanding who 

the customers are, what different customers buy, how they buy, and what influences their 

purchases. 

With more sources of customer information and new technologies to evaluate data, 

manufactures are using data management and marketing analytics when they are:

 � Looking for a seamless, adaptable process to integrate numerous data sources 

residing in multiple silos to create a comprehensive, 360o customer view including: 

internal information (tradeshows, customer loyalty programs, and purchase history) 

and external information from third parties.

 � Facing data quality issues impacting targeted marketing campaigns, such as customer 

retention and acquisition. Data quality and integration solutions standardize, cleanse, 

and enrich customer data with missing information, including: firmographics, such as 

annual revenue, geography, and size of company. 

 � Frustrated by not having proper customer intelligence to effectively target 

their customer base. Using custom analytics and business intelligence solutions, 

manufacturers can profile customers and prospects to identify top customers, 

prioritize marketing investments, strengthen customer relationships, and increase 

sales. 

 � Seeking to better manage channel relationships with data-driven market intelligence 

to improve partner relationships and sell MORE products.

 � Looking to automate marketing communications through targeted campaigns and 

email deployments based on customer segments and triggered or event-driven 

actions.
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Transform Messy Data into Actionable Insights
As manufacturers seek better ways to target their customers, many are finding that their 

marketing databases are less than accurate. Incomplete and wrong data will severely impact 

the ability to clearly define and understand end-users and sales channels. Additionally, 

manufacturers generally deal with huge quantities of information from multiple, disparate 

sources. Many of these sources are often stored in legacy systems, further impacting the 

ability to integrate and analyze for comprehensive customer intelligence. 

The case study below illustrates how DataMentors helped a large manufacturer integrate, 

standardize and cleanse multiple sources of information for improved marketing intelligence.

Case Study

Company & Challenge
The client is an international commercial vehicle manufacturer with $10B in sales who reached 

out after realizing that inaccurate and incomplete data was impacting their ability to define 

and understand their customers. Various definitions of “customer” existed and they had no 

understanding of who were their client’s decision-makers and what drove purchase behavior. 

The result was impeded market growth, damaged client relationships, and lost up and cross-

sell opportunities. They needed to improve channel partnerships and provide dealers with 

marketing intelligence to drive end-users to the dealerships.

Solution
With data management solution, DataFuseTM, we 

integrated 15 disparate systems which included 

a variety of internal and external information. 

This provided a flexible and adaptable solution to 

merge new and changing sources of information 

as they became available.

Custom cleansing and standardization rules for 

particular large corporate relationships were 

implemented to standardize significant variations 

in names. Relationship identifiers were added 

with customized match rules to identify specific 

site locations, separately from larger corporate 

affiliation, and National Change of Address 

(NCOA) was incorporated as part of the quarterly 

marketing database build.

 

Our business intelligence solution, PinPointTM, 

enabled a variety of customer centric analyses 

including customer value segmentation and 

predictive value modeling. These insights allowed 

the client to understand historical behavior 

and develop marketing investment strategies 

and targeted messaging for distinct customer 

segments such as:

 � Best of the Best: loyal and high value 

 � High Potential: high transaction value, but 

infrequent purchase

 � Emerging: low value, but high frequency

 � Loss Leaders: customers to stop focusing 

on 

Predictive value modeling allowed the client to 

create a “to be” state, predicting migration of 

customers into higher value segments, once “as is” 

segmentation was established.

Lastly, marketing emails were automated 

through DataMentors’ email marketing solution. 

Dealers began receiving weekly informational 

correspondence developed to enhance customer 

loyalty and increase sales, and customer analytics 

derived from PinPointTM easily interfaced with 

other marketing automation systems.
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It has a direct impact on the bottom line of 88% of companies, 
with the average company losing 12% of its revenue.  (Source: Experian)

On average, every 30 minutes 120 business addresses change, 75 phone 
numbers change, 20 CEOs leave their jobs, and 30 new businesses are 
formed.  (D&B The Sales and Marketing Institute)

BAD DATA is the #1 reason for CRM failure.

Before beginning a marketing database 

implementation, data must be standardized 

and cleansed. Begin by evaluating the quality 

of your data with a data assessment. 

DataMentors provides a complimentary 

data quality assessment to help identify 

areas where data quality can be improved, 

what types of customer information may be 

missing, and other data problems that must 

be corrected.  

Data quality software and processes should 

be put into place to integrate multiple data 

sources and perform the following functions:

 � Cleanse and standardize data so 

consistent formats can be integrated. 

 � Integrate any number of data 

sources residing in varying formats 

and multiple silos to create a 

comprehensive, 360o customer view. 

 � Consolidate customer data into a 

single record, and eliminate duplicate 

data.

 � Monitor data to ensure it remains 

consistent and continues to align with 

business rules. 

 � Append missing customer information 

for a more complete view of the 

customer. 

With a clean, highly granular customer view, 

manufacturers can identify new opportunities 

to better target prospects and maximize 

customer value.

Better Understand Customers 
Through Segmentation and 
Profiling
In order to successfully market to customers 

with the most relevant messaging and offers, 

customers must be segmented and profiled. 

Customers can be segmented in traditional 

ways such as by groups who share similar 

characteristics, including type of customer, 

common buying factors, buyer size, and 

geography. More advanced analytics and 
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Customer-Value Based: One 
method to analyze customer 

value is through RFM (Recency 
Frequency Monetary) modeling. 

By evaluating a customer’s 
historical behavior, such 
as when a customer last 
purchased, frequency of 

purchase, and amount of 
purchase, distinct customer 

segments can be created based 
on value. 

Needs Based: Customers have 
different needs, and when possible, 

segments should be created to 
address each set of unique needs. 
A price-focused segment may 
strictly seek goods based solely 
on price without the need for 
any extra services, while a 
service-focused segment may 
have high requirements for 
quick delivery and aftersales 

support. 

Firmographics: A common way to create segments is through 
firmographic information. By grouping customers according 
to attributes such as regional presence, size of company, and 
Standard Industrial Classification Code (SIC), the proper 
messages and offers can be tailored to each group. A large 
equipment manufacturer will market products differently 
to customers buying construction vehicles as compared to 

customers buying busses.

RFM Modeling: RFM modeling allows a business to prioritize 
marketing investments and develop targeted messaging for 

different groups of customers. For example, messaging to 
strengthen relationships should be sent to loyal and high value 

customers, while specific offers to increase sales can be sent to 
customers with high transaction value but who purchase less 
frequently. It can also be used to identify customer segments 

on which to stop focusing. Based on recency, if a 
customer has not purchased in a while, marketing 

investments and initiatives can be reduced 
or halted for these customers. 

profiling methods also consider customer order histories, such as amount and frequency of 

past purchases. When analyzing these business-to-business markets, manufacturers must 

consider that decision-making units are often complex, customers tend to be long-term 

buyers, and different segments require different levels of relationships.

Manufacturing executives are beginning to use more traditional business intelligence methods 

with advanced predictive modeling to answer questions such as:

 � How long has the business been a customer?

 � When was their last purchase?

 � How much revenue has the customer generated? 

 � What do my customers look like?

 � Where are they located geographically?

Demand Forecasting: Many 
times, demands for products are 
cyclical or seasonal. This is nothing 

new for manufacturing executives. 
However, by using traditional business 
intelligence tools in conjunction with more 

advanced modeling, historical sales data can be 
analyzed to predict future sales and avoid under-stocking or 

inventory over-flow. Past influencers of past sales can also be 
analyzed and applied to forecasted sales models.

Other ways 
to segment and 

profile customers.
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RFM Customer Value Model Example

RFM models are descriptive ways to measure customer value based on historical data. 
Customer value can also be measured through Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) models, 
which predict the monetary value of the future relationship with the customer. CLV 
calculations allow a company to better understand what the future relationship with 
the customer may look like based on prior customer behaviors.

Could be the Best Best of the best Loss Leaders Emerging

62%

10%

19%

9%

Low Value, 
Infrequent 

Purchase:
Stop Focus

Low Value, 
Infrequent  

Purchase: 
Nurture

High Value, 
Infrequent 
Purchase: 
Increase Focus

High Value, 
Frequent Purchase: 

Nurture
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Empower Sales Channels to Sell More Products
With the availability of more comprehensive customer intelligence, manufacturers are 

applying this knowledge to the sales channel. By implementing strategies to share 

information about customers, what drives their behavior, and how to best target end-users, 

the sales channel is empowered with the right knowledge to sell more products. 

Because sales channels typically have numerous manufacturers for which they push products, 

manufacturers are not only competing for the end-using customer but also for the loyalty 

of the sales channel. By continually analyzing customers and prospects and sharing that 

information with the sales channels, channel partners are more apt to close sales and become 

loyal brand advocates. 

Understand End-User and Sales Channel Partnerships 
As marketing executives create and deploy messages and campaigns, existing end-user and 

sale channel partnerships must be respected. Many times, a manufacturer may generate 

a lead but not have the right knowledge about the prospect’s preferred sales channel. By 

capturing this data on response forms and integrating the information into the marketing 

database, leads can be routed to the proper sales channel, resulting in more satisfied end-

users and more loyal sales channels. 

Share Customer Segmentation Strategies to Help Sales Channels Improve Marketing Outcomes
As data is integrated and customers are profiled, this comprehensive 360-degree view of the 

end-user should be shared with the sales channel to help them improve their own marketing 

programs. Armed with insights into specific customer behaviors or trends, sales channels 

are better equipped to target the right customers with the right messaging and incentives. 

For example, a manufacturer may see trending that identifies more end-users in a certain 

geographic region as being in the construction industry. By then sharing this information with 

the appropriate sales channels in that region, highly targeted incentives and messaging can 

be developed for this customer segment.

A company can potentially increase sales by 17% by 
identifying and maximizing top value customers. (Source: Monetate)
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Evaluate to Improve Performance
It’s not enough to simply develop targeted campaigns when generating leads for sales 

channels. The market is constantly fluctuating, customer needs change, and competitors 

change tactics. 

Campaigns must be evaluated to ensure strategic objectives are being met:

 � Are sales keeping pace with industry growth?

 � Which products are most successful in target markets?

 � Are cross-sell and up-sell opportunities being maximized?

 � Which incentives are producing the best results? 

Campaign performance must be continually assessed and the results fed back into the 

marketing database to ensure sales channels have the right information to maximize all 

available opportunities.

Just as importantly, sales channel feedback should continually be evaluated. Sales channels 

have a direct line to the end-user and are an important source of information to improve 

marketing intelligence and quantify marketing ROI. Information such as responding media 

type, buyer demographics and firmographics, or frequency of contact should all be added to 

the marketing database for more comprehensive insights into marketing effectiveness and 

ROI.
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Example of the PinPointTM Interface 

Data Mining & Analysis 
Analyze large sets of data to identify, 

interact and learn more about your 

customers and prospects.

Segmentation 

Develop key customer, prospect, or 

product purchase segments to focus 

on your most profitable marketing 

opportunities. 

Marketing Program Reporting 
Quickly and easily measure marketing 

results to understand what works best.

Modeling 
Gain predictive insights into your 

customer’s behavior, such as “propensity 

to buy” and “customer churn” for more 

precise marketing campaigns.

With today’s flexible business intelligence tools, manufacturers are more empowered than 

ever to quickly analyze data, segment customers, and create propensity models to better 

understand end-users and sales channels. DataMentors’ business intelligence solution, 

PinPointTM, provides an easy-to-use solution to quickly improve customer intelligence and 

maximize ROI through:
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Every manufacturer has a unique combination of customers 
and products. In order to boost revenue and reduce operational 
costs, companies need innovative solutions to improve 
customer intelligence. By better understanding end-customers 
and sales channels, and responding to their needs and 
preferences, manufacturers are increasing profits, enhancing 
customer loyalty, and discovering new up-sell and cross-sell 
opportunities. 

About DataMentors
DataMentors is the industry’s leading provider of Data-as-a-Service (DaaS). Our comprehensive data solutions help clients 

grow, acquire, and retain their most profitable customers with cross-channel marketing strategies. We help companies 

leverage the modern data ecosystem and real-time data analytics to create a customized “always on” dataset of consumers 

where purchase is imminent. Recognized by Gartner for data quality for the past eight years, we provide the most powerful 

marketing data and technology services in the industry.  

Contact us: www.datamentors.com | info@datamentors.com | (813) 960-7800


